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The Saskatchewan Mustard Development
Commission (SaskMustard) was established
in 2003 to represent the province's mustard
growers

VISION
Investing in the future for mustard grower
profitability.

MISSION
Growing the mustard industry for the
benefit of growers through research,
communication, and market development
programs.
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Chair Report
Derek Dewar
Composing a concise
informative report to
you of SMDC’s
activities will be the
goal of this, my first
annual report as your
chair. Gleaning the
excellent annual
reports of my
predecessors sets a
most humbling
precedent.

2020 has been a challenging year for everyone. You will
be interested in the activities of SMDC in meeting these
challenges that could continue for the foreseeable
future.
The outbreak of a pandemic brought about the
necessity of eliminating face-to-face meetings, instead
we have found that zoom meetings, with some
limitations, serve the purpose of getting consensus,
passing motions and getting business done. The added
benefit of dramatically lowering the expenditures of
time, travel and related costs are significant. There is
some apprehension how this will work for the 2020
annual meeting in January however the annual mustard
meeting has always attracted a large group so we will
look forward to the experience
of electronically conducting a larger meeting event.
Questions of weed control and markets are the
concerns most often heard from farmers who seed
mustard. Weed control will receive coverage from Rick
Mitzel's excellent knowledge of that subject in his
report, specifically where we are at with herbicide
tolerance and chemical control.

Shortly before seeding there was an improved outlook in
demand and price for lentils. This resulted in a last minute
seeding intension shift from mustard to lentils. Some reports
were suggesting a 40% drop in mustard acres?! You would
think this would lower supply and raise prices? For the
moment the reality is average yields, relatively flat mustard
prices and slow movement. Chuck Penner has returned in
this year's annual report to give us his best for a market
outlook. From my perspective many are the mysteries that
go with grain marketing. The good news is the younger
generation of farmers seems undaunted by the many baffling
marketing crosscurrents.
Responsibility for your check-off dollars requires that we
maintain a constant vigilance with the budget. A reduction of
check-off dollars resulting from lower acres and subsequent
lower marketing volumes has resulted in a succession of
budget deficits. In an effort to lower costs the executive
director position for both SMDC and M21 was consolidated
in 2019 and we have recently ended our management
contract with AgriBiz. On behalf of SMDC and M21, I thank
Adele Buettner for her many years of service to these two
organizations.
Concluding my report brings me to the opportunity to
welcome Moriah Andrews acclaimed to one of the two
available positions open on the SMDC board of directors.
She has an agriculture degree with a major in agronomy.
Farming with her parents she became an experienced
producer of brown mustard (including the new AAC 18) and
is employed at Southwest Terminal as a sales agronomist.
With that I thank Marcus Caswell and Ivan Costley for their
contributions and participation in SMDC and M21.
On behalf of both SMDC and M21, I express our ongoing
thanks to all of the researchers and everyone associated
with the mustard value chain.
All the best in 2021,

The general story of mustard marketing in 2020 is a
mixture of conjecture and reality. It started with an
expected lower demand because of curtailment of major
sporting events in the U.S. Then it was realized prebuying took place before the outbreak of the pandemic.

Derek Dewar

Management Report
Rick Mitzel, PAg Executive Director
I would like to start
by thanking all the
registered mustard
growers for their
support this past
year. Your check off
dollars are hard at
work looking for new
uses for mustard and
trying to expand the
use of mustard in
several different
markets.
Mustard 21 (M21) continues to work with the
University of Saskatchewan swine and dairy
departments to test mustard as a fumigant for bedding
for pigs and dairy cows. This study has taken a slow
down due to Covid-19 over the past several months, but
we have had some progress on the swine study because
Dr. Denise Beaulieu received permission to continue her
study on a limited scale. We should soon see results
from her studies. There are several other new use
projects going on and M21 will keep you posted as we
receive more results.
Mustard growers have had a keen interest in herbicide
tolerance in mustard. M21 and the Saskatchewan
Mustard Development Commission (SMDC) have been
working with Dr. Bifang Cheng to develop herbicide
tolerance and are getting much closer with Group 2
tolerant mustard and are working to develop group 4
tolerance with mustard as well. These two options will
give growers a few more options for weed control in
mustard.
M21 has also secured a commercial license with Nuseed
for the development of new hybrids in Carinata for the
industrial fuel business. This agreement was key to

keeping M21 involved in the “green” jet fuel business and the
results of the breeding program in 2020 was strong. Nuseed
has developed some strong hybrids for the longer season
markets and we are now working on getting some varieties
with short season growing days. This past year has seen
growth in this “green” jet fuel market and that has helped
Nuseed move a significant volume of Carinata seed. This is
very positive news and will help generate revenue to help with
the research program for mustard.
M21 and SMDC are pleased to announce that we have made a
change in our office staff. Tanya Craddock, Principal of TLC
Management Group, has been appointed the new Office
Manager for M21 and SMDC. Denise Winslow has been
appointed the bookkeeper for M21 and SMDC as well. Both
Tanya and Denise have extensive experience with M21 and
SMDC so we are confident they won’t miss a thing. The same
phone numbers, email addresses and web addresses will be
maintained so feel free to contact us with your questions.
I must also mention the positive feedback we are getting from
growers who grew the new Hybrid Brown 18 in 2020. The
yield increase data that was used to register the new hybrid is
similar to what growers are seeing in
the field. We are hearing comments about the aggressiveness
of the plant once the roots develop and that is driving the yield
increase as well. If you are growing brown mustard this spring
make sure you take a look at the hybrid we have to offer.
At M21 and SMDC we are looking forward to a good year in
2021 and continuing to develop more demand for your
mustard.

Rick Mitzel, PAg

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
SASK MUSTARD ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Monday, January 11, 2021
Zoom Conference
11:00 a.m.
AGENDA
Call to order and Opening Remarks
Approval of the Agenda
Approval of the Minutes
Financial Review
Lingard + Dreger
Approval of the Budget
Annual Report 2019-2020 and Proposed Activities 2020-2021
Resolutions
New Business
Adjourn Meeting

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING

MOTIONS TO BE PRESENTED
• That the Agenda be approved as presented.
• That the minutes of the January 16, 2020 meeting be approved
as presented.
• To appoint an Audit Chair.
• That the SMDC audited financial statements for the year ending
July 31, 2020 be approved as presented.
• That the SMDC Budget for 2020/2021 be approved as presented.
• That SMDC appoint Lingard + Dreger as auditor for the year ending
July 31, 2021.
• To adjourn the January 11, 2021 Annual Business Meeting.

Annual Business Meeting Minutes
Hall A, Prairieland Park, Saskatoon, SK
January 16, 2020
Meeting called to order at 12:48 p.m. by Chair Marleau.
Marleau provided opening remarks and introduced Agriculture Council of Saskatchewan representatives.
1. Approval of the Agenda
MOTION #1: That the agenda of the January 16, 2020 Annual Business Meeting be approved as presented.
Garrett Brown/Ivan Costley/Carried
2. Approval of Minutes of the January 17, 2019 Annual Business Meeting
MOTION #2: That the minutes of the January 17, 2019 Annual Business Meeting be approved as presented.
Trent Dewar/Garrett Brown/Carried
3. Financial Review
MOTION #3: That Dean Haack be appointed as Audit Chair.
Derek Dewar/Jack Myles/Carried
Max Lingard with Twigg & Company reviewed the Audited Financial Statements for the year ending July 31,
2019.
MOTION # 4: That the SMDC audited financial statements for the year ending July 31, 2019 be approved as
presented.
Baine Fritzler/Garry Johnson/Carried
4. Approval of the Budget
Mitzel reviewed the 2020-2021 budget.
MOTION #5: To approve the SMDC budget for 2020-2021 as presented.
Dean Haack/Jack Myles/Carried
MOTION #6: That SMDC appoint Twigg & Company as auditor for the year ending July 31, 2020.
Dean Haack/Ivan Costley/Carried
5. State of the Industry
Marleau highlighted elements from the Message from the Chair and the Management Report that were
included in the 2020 Annual Report.

Gratitude was expressed to Kevin Hursh, Pete Desai, Dorothy Murrell, previous board members, researchers
within Agriculture Canada, Mustard21, and agricultural businesses for their service to the mustard industry.
MOTION #7: To approve the State of the Industry Report as presented.
Derek Dewar/Ivan Costley/Carried
6. Resolutions
Markus Caswell proposed the following resolution:
Whereas the SMDC relies upon the services of Rick Mitzel and Adele Buettner for its operation and
Whereas the services provided by Rick Mitzel and Adele Buettner are top-notch;
Be it resolved that the SMDC board and growers show their appreciation to Rick Mitzel and Adele Buettner
for their time and talents.
Ivan Costley proposed the following resolution:
Whereas farmers currently possess the right to save seed; Whereas Agriculture Canada has had a
long-standing commitment to plant research and varietal development;
Whereas the Government of Canada is proposing to off-load varietal research onto the private sector;
Whereas this off-loading would increase costs to farmers by way of implementation of trailing or endpoint
royalties;
Whereas this initiative denies producers’ right to save seed at a considerable cost to the producer and
Whereas this initiative creates a profit centre for private plant breeding companies with no commitment to
plant research;
Therefore, be it resolved that the Saskatchewan Mustard Development Commission take a firm stand of
opposing end point
and/or trailing royalties beyond the farm gate.
And be it further resolved that the Saskatchewan Mustard Development Commission along with concerned
farm organizations present a common front opposing this Government of Canada (Agriculture Canada)
initiative.
Ivan Costley/Garrett Brown/Carried
Eight producers voted in favour of the resolution and one voted in opposition. Baine Fritzler requested
that his opposition be noted.
7. New Business
No new business.
8. Adjournment
MOTION #8: To adjourn the SMDC January 16, 2020 Annual Business Meeting.
Dean Haack

Mustard Market Report
Chuck Penner, LeftField Commodity Research
Prices for most crops tend to strengthen
seasonally after harvest but so far in 2020/21,
performance for a number of grains, oilseeds and
special crops has been even better than usual,
including some hitting multiyear highs. In this
type of environment, mustard has been getting
less attention but bids have been quietly
working their way higher. While it hasn’t exactly
been a screaming rally, prices for all three
classes are now their highest in quite a few
months, with the strongest performance in
yellow mustard.
Based on official crop estimates, mustard prices
should be doing even better but there are a few
other things going on. First of all, it seems that

On the surface, that should be

StatsCan’s estimate of seeded acres is far too

even friendlier for prices than a

low.

gradual trend higher, but things

Our best guess at this point is a 2020 mustard

have changed over the past few

crop of 124,000 tonnes, 10,000 less than last

years.

year. This is based on StatsCan’s last yield

in particular Russia, have taken
on a larger role. Canada
typically exports an average of
9,000-11,000 tonnes of
mustard per month and in the

estimate of 911 lb/acre, which also lines up with

In the past, when Canada

last couple of years, Black Sea

the Sask Ag crop report at 923 lb/acre. In its

dominated the global mustard

exports have been outdoing

December production estimates, StatsCan

market, supply levels here

Canadian exports. Canada still

should provide more clarity to the Outlook.

would dictate prices in key

has the US as its major buyer

markets like the US and Europe.

but Black Sea mustard is

This crop forecast would mean Canadian

While Canadian mustard still

increasing its share of the

mustard supplies in 2020/21 would drop below

has a sizable influence, exports

European market, as well as

200,000 tonnes for the first time since 2008/09.

from the Black Sea region, and

shipping to buyers in Asia.

Russia ramped up its production of mustard
in 2018 and even more in 2019, but reports
are suggesting a decline in 2020 production.
Even so, the Russian crop certainly hasn’t
dropped back to the levels seen three or
more years ago. Competition from Russia
may not be quite as heavy as it was in
2019/20 but won’t fade away either.
Canadian exports should be able to benefit
from less Russian competition, and that will
help draw down 2020/21 ending stocks,
especially if the Canadian crop is indeed
smaller. Even with a fairly subdued export
program this year, Canadian stocks could
drop below 40,000 tonnes for the first time
since 2015/16 and that should provide some
price support.
It’s worth noting too that even though
mustard bids haven’t looked as positive as
some other crops, bids aren’t exactly
horrible either. At least that’s the case for
yellow mustard, while brown and oriental
still have some work to do. Over the last 10
years, yellow mustard bids have been over
40 cents per pound only 16% of the time.
Even though yellow mustard bids still aren’t
at the old highs, current levels are fairly
favourable.
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